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Federal Status



House – HR 3200
Jurisdiction held by three separate committees

Passed Education & Labor Committee by party 
line vote of 26-22

Passed Ways & Means Committee by party line 
vote of 23-18

Passed Energy & Commerce Committee by 
party line vote of 31-28

The bill awaits action on the floor



Senate
Jurisdiction held by two committees

Passed the Health, Education, Labor and 
Pensions (HELP) Committee by a party line vote 
of 13-10

Passed the Senate Finance Committee by a vote 
of 14-9; Sen. Snowe voted in support (only 
Republican to vote in support in committee)

Bill awaits action on the floor



Federal Process



House
HR 3200 will be merged via House Rules 
Committee.

The merged version will need to be scored by 
CBO.

Then the House will take up various amendments, 
and once that process has concluded, a vote by 
the full House will occur.

Passage requires simple majority.



Senate
The two Senate bills will be merged, via Senate Rules 
Committee.

The merged version will need to be scored by CBO.

Then the Senate will take up various amendments, and 
once that process has concluded, a vote by the full Senate 
will occur.

Passage requires:
60 votes for comprehensive reform
51 votes for passage via “Reconciliation”



Senate “Reconciliation”
Reconciliation: Bill may pass the Senate with simple 
majority

Purpose of Reconciliation: address difficult budgetary 
issues (only) by lowering threshold for passage

Key problems with Reconciliation:
Byrd Rule: Can only take up “budget” matters – spending and 
taxing.  Senate Parliamentarian decides if an element in a bill 
exceeds scope of Reconciliation
Laws are time-limited to 10 year budget window; then sunset
• Example: SCHIP (created in 1997, not permanent, needed to be 

reauthorized to continue)
• Example:  “Bush tax cuts”



Conference Committee 
and Endgame

The version that passes the House, and the version that 
passes the Senate, will not be identical.

A Conference Committee will be formed to reconcile the 
two versions, and its version will be scored by CBO.

After those deliberations, the Conference Committee’s 
version will return to the respective Chambers for a final 
vote up or down vote; same voting rules apply in Senate.

If those versions pass, the bill goes to the President.



Federal Endgame



Scenario #1:
Democrats cannot get to 60 votes in 
Senate, and Reconciliation is used

In all likelihood, this would limit the scale to financial reforms only, 
such as:

Coverage expansions, including Medicaid expansions and subsidies
Enhanced Medicaid matching rates for expansion populations
Medicare payment reform (e.g., cut MA rates and maybe more)
Tax “high cost benefit plans”
Reduce DSH (Medicaid and Medicare)
Increase Medicaid Rx rebates, especially inside managed care
Create tax credits for small businesses and others

Net costs must be offset with net savings, in 10 years, to reconcile 
with Senate Budget Resolution (bill must be budget neutral over 10 
year period)



Scenario #1 continued

What likely could not be achieved in 
Reconciliation:

Individual mandate
Employer mandate
Insurance market reforms
Creation of Exchange/Connector/Gateway



The less-controversial elements that are 
not appropriate for Reconciliation could 
be included in a companion (separate) 
bill:

Insurance market reforms
• Yet, AHIP will resist

Bless creation of Exchange or Connector as 
a purchasing pool vehicle

Scenario #1 continued



Scenario #2:
Democrats can get to 60 votes in Senate, 
and Reconciliation is not needed

In all likelihood, this would mean a “moderate”
version of reform

Coverage expansions with low federal price tag
• Cost shift more Medicaid to states
• Smaller subsidy and tax credits for others

No public option, unless with a limited trigger
Similar array of revenue increases, Medicare cuts, 
and Medicaid cuts as “Reconciliation” version
Establish federal benefit benchmark for qualifying plans 
(and as comparison point for satisfaction of individual 
mandate)



Scenario #2 continued

“Moderate” version of reform, continued
Individual mandate

• More expansive “hardship” exception for individual mandate, 
given likelihood of reduced subsidies to keep federal $$ down, 
meaning, higher % remain uninsured

Employer “mandate”
• Probably no mandate, just “free rider” penalty for large 

employers
Insurance market reform

• Community rating rules
• Prohibition on pre-existing condition exclusions/guarantee 

issue
• No annual or lifetime caps
• No rescission



Implications to States



State legislation:
most depend on Scenario # 2

Must come into conformance with insurance market rules 
by 2013

Interstate insurance policies okay if state legislatures 
approve “compacts”

State may opt-out of all laws if waiver approved by HHS 
that state’s approach, on its own, will achieve same overall 
result

Create insurance Exchange by 2013 (or regional one with 
other states if approved by HHS), unless defer to federal 
Exchange



State Infrastructure:
many are likely, if any legislation 
passes

Massive Medicaid expansion

New screening and enrollment processes

New IT systems to link data systems 
(eligibility, employment, tax, subsidies)

Wraparound benefits (for Medicaid, for 
people between 100-133% FPL)



State Financing:
most are likely, if any legislation 
passes

New revenue: medical services, insurance, 
income, all potentially taxable

New expenses: Medicaid expansion, infrastructure 
and administrative costs, insurance oversight, 
creation and oversight of Exchange

In general, redistributive effect from highly insured 
states to high uninsured states

Yet, state Medicaid match will be significant for states 
with current rates of high uninsured below 133% FPL



The highest rates of uninsured 
children below 133% FPL are in 
the south and west



The highest rates of uninsured 
adults below 133% FPL are in the 
south and west
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About The Hilltop Institute

The Hilltop Institute at the University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County (UMBC) is a nationally recognized 
research center dedicated to improving the health and 
social outcomes of vulnerable populations. Hilltop 
conducts research, analysis, and evaluation on behalf of 
government agencies, foundations, and other non-profit 
organizations at the national, state, and local levels.

www.hilltopinstitute.org
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